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were so fractious that the need to control them became one of the few points 
of wholehearted agreement between Rome and Carroll.5

The developing church was not simply the American wing of a harmo-
nious, conservative monolith. But its distinctiveness did not result solely 
from the influences of the new nation. Though Carroll’s embrace of religious 
pluralism responded to American circumstances and ideals, it owed much 
to the difficult histories of the Jesuit order and English Catholics. Carroll, 
moreover, sought to preserve and even strengthen the American Catholic 
Church’s hierarchies, defending prelates’ authority over priests and priests’ 
authority over congregations. His adroit management of Rome and of 
American perceptions crafted a church that thrived in a democracy without 
being democratic.
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without unity—an assumption forged in English and Jesuit history—also 
proved a prescient vision of America’s religious future.

Both Carroll’s and Rome’s efforts to create a viable U.S. Catholic 
Church began in 1783 during negotiations over the Treaty of Paris. Rome 
sought to use French leverage to ensure that the emerging New World 
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Maryland, if he “carefully avoided to assume any temporal jurisdiction or 
authority.”9 It was thus with equanimity and even optimism that Rome 
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churches worldwide—posed at least as much of a threat to a sustainable 
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some Catholic clergy, further posited that a tolerant polity in which reason 
could pursue religious truth was the most desirable earthly arrangement.16

The argument that one could be a good Catholic and a good 
Englishman never prevailed within the British Isles in part because of 
Jesuits’ own reputation for overreaching. Though asserting the difference 
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to obtain permission for the Mass to be said in English rather than in Latin 
so that Catholics could understand it and Protestants would not mistrust 
it. He also advocated that distinctive religious observances such as Catholic 
funerals be conducted in accordance with quiet, conciliatory English 
Catholic practices.35
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compelled to choose between being an elected vicar apostolic and being an 
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Catholic apologist before him, Carroll also exploited Protestantism’s myriad 
divisions. Since they disagreed violently over doctrine and regularly lev-
eled charges of priest-craft against each other, no single Protestant religion 
could merge seamlessly with the American nation. Carroll did not hesitate 
to point out that Americans had had to fight for their independence from a 
Protestant nation while relying on the help of a Catholic one. “The bitterest 
enemies of our national prosperity,” Carroll wrote in 1789, “possess the same 
religion as prevails generally in the United States . . . What inference will a 
philosophic mind derive from this view, but that religion is out of the ques-
tion? That it is ridiculous to say, The Protestant Religion Is The Important 
Bulwark Of Our Constitution?”55

Thus Christianity mattered to the Republic, but differences among 
Christians did not. Carroll rebutted deism by noting that it would destroy 
not only Catholicism but also Christianity; he did not find it necessary to 
explain why Christianity’s destruction was unthinkable. He did not actively 
seek civic disabilities for non-Christians but made the circle of American 
citizens congruent with the community of American Christians. Usually 
implicit, the equation at times was voiced. “Let your earnest supplications 







entanglement with slavery, an institution that had once formed part of its 
hopes of becoming an accepted part of American civic life, compounded the 
damage. But Carroll’s expectation that the church could thrive in America 
and maintain its distinctive institutional structure and hierarchies proved 
correct. In his expectation that the United States would become a landscape 
of deeply held, competing faiths, Carroll was prescient, more so than those 
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The Quakers now boast approximately the same number of members as 
Old Order Amish.67

“Democratization” is a loose-fitting cloak not only over denominational 
structures but also over the beliefs and experiences of postrevolutionary reli-
gion. Was a Protestant church that restricted communion to visible saints 
but allowed lay preaching more or less democratic than one that welcomed 
all but the flagrantly scandalous while permitting only ordained ministers 
to preach? Was a denomination that supported class and racial hierarchies, 
even as it let planters and yeomen, black and white, worship together, more 
or less democratic than one that appealed only to wealthy New England 
Brahmins but demanded the end of slavery? The turn away from belief in 
predestination is considered evidence of the democratization of American 
religion, but the Catholic Church had never accepted the doctrine of pre-
destination, and the doctrine is neither innately opposed nor linked to any 
political ideal or setting.68


